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Edward Tryjarski (Warsaw) 

TURKIC NAMES FOR MUSHROOMS 


NATIVE TERMS AND LOAN WORDS 


Apart from some botanical descriptions published in Turkey 

in modern times, the Turkic names for mushrooms have never, 

as far as we know, been the object of Turkological analysis. 

In fact, Turkologists have paid them scant attention; even 

W. Radloff, in his Versuch, too often contented himself with 

giving general explanations like "ein Pilz" or "eine Pilzart" 

only. Some of the reasons for this are obvious, the most im

portant being the remarkable fact that the consumption of 

mushrooms played a very insignificant part in the life of 

the early Turks. 

The Asian nomads manifested an ambiguous attitude towards 

the plants and fruit that grew wild in the forests and on 

the steppes. On the one hand, it may be assumed that a natur

al need was felt probably mainly among women and child

ren to enrich the poor diet, especially during times of 

famine; and a number of plants were used for healing, as is 

exemplified by the rich tradition of folk medicine among the 
v 1 dUygurs. On the other hand, there prevailed a disgust an 

fear of those plants and fruits whose harmful effect upon 

people had been proved. 2 As an example of the interest shown 

by mediaeval Turkic tribes in wild plants mention may be 

made of a tasty odiferous fruit called im~isi, that grew in 

the country of the Volga Bulgars and was, according to some 
3commentators, either a pomegranate or a wild strawberry. 

It is reasonable to assume that the Turks, following on the 

heels of other Asian nomads, had arrived at the conclusion 

very early on that as with some other plants and fruits fungi 

possess bewildering qualities and can be a danger to human 

16 
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health and life. Fungi must have come qt the top of the list 

of poisonous plants and fruits. This aversion of the Turkic 

peoples left its traces not only in their sparse knowledge 

of the mushroom species and in the meagre terminology that 

served to denote them, but also in their general attitude, 

this being more like a formal disregard of their Very exis

tence. On the other hand, some Turkic peoples have been known 

to make use of mushrooms for other purposes. For instance, 

the Chuvash employ some kinds of mushrooms to fumigate live
4stock, rooms and people during a smallpox epidemic. 

One should bear in mind that the main point here lies in the 

natural conditions in which th~ early Turks lived. Indeed, 

there is little doubt that in the forests and on the steppes 

of Mongolia, as well as in the other parts of Eurasia that 

constituted the habitat of Turkic tribes, different species 

of mushrooms could be found, and that they were at that time 

even more abundant than they are now. S Unfortunately, no re

ferences to fungi have survived from that remote period and 
6this applies to both the TCu-kUe and the uygurs. But it is 

not too hazardous a conjecture to assume, despite the reser

vations of ethnologists, that all unfortunate attempts at 

eating mushrooms must v ery quickly have resulted in a taboo 

on the fungus as such. 7 This taboo seems to have been retained 

even in modern times, as is suggested by the scanty number 

of native Turkic names for fungi. It seems obvious that only 

as a result of changes in the phytogeographical environment 

and under the influence of other peoples have the Turks sub

dued their fear of mushrooms and learnt to distinguish the 

more edible varieties, wi thout, however, completely abandoning 

their previous instinctive position of avoidance of fungi . 

In this connection it seems natural that almost all generic 

and some specific Turkic names for mushrooms, both ancient 

and new, should have been borrowed. This process of borrowing, 

which began centuries ago, has continued in various Turkic 

languages up to the present day . The loans were made from 
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Greek, the Slav languages, particularly Russian, Lithuanian, 

Chinese, and probably other languages as well. 

As far as the Ottoman Turks are concerned, their contact with 

the Greek inhabitants, most probably of Anatolia, resulted 

in the loan word mantar 'mushroom; fungus; toadstool', becom

ing establ ished not only in Osmanli and in Republican Tur

kish, but also in some other Turkic languages as a basic, 

standard term. The word in the Ottoman area has three graphic 

forms: ~0 L., , A.:.....o and .J lb0 L., but, on the whole, it has 

taken root in Turkic ground (as evidenced also by popular ex

pressions like man tar gibi bitme k , mantar gibi meydana y~k

mak, etc.). It has only few phonetical or morphological vari

ants in other languages, and on that score we can point only 

to the Gagauz mantara, being a basic form in that language. 

As already observed by G. Meyer,8 W. Radloff,9 A. Tietze,lO 
llM. Rasanen and, recently, by M. Nicolas,12 this word de

rives from the Greek auavL,aPL, but neither the precise chro

nology nor the geography of this borrowing is known. As A. 

Tietze pOints out , the only terminus a quo for direct Turkish

Greek cultural contacts in Anatolia is the end of the 11 th 
13century. On the other hand, mantar in the sense of 'Pilz, 

Schwamm' is found in Kitab al-idra k li-lisan al-atrak, the 

Istanbul manuscript, which served as a basis for the Velet 

lzbudak edition, being written in 1402.14 

There are a number of common compounds in Osmanli, such as 

aq man tar 'KaKoH-To rpM6 - ein Pilz', R. I, 91, dali man tar 

'Hecbe~OB~g rpM6 - ein nicht essbarer Pilz', R. Ill, 1679, 

?apkal~ man tar 'ryrnecTa rb6a', Bulg.-tlir.sQz., 157, yalanc~ 

alt~n man tar 'MYXOMOP', Russ.-tur.sl., 476, zehirli mantar 

'OTPOBHM rb6M', Bulg.-tlir.sQz., 157. Here belong also: 9ay~r 

mantar~ 'noncKa rb6a', Tur.-bulg.re6., 351, qurt mantar ~ 'Ka

KOH-TO rpM6 - eine Pilzart', R. 11, 946, kuzu mantar~ (= dam

lak) '6en~tl: rpM6', Russ.-tur.sl., 161. 

For Gagauz we may note here esek mantaras ~ or kopek mantaras~ 

http:Russ.-tur.sl
http:Russ.-tur.sl
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'noraHKa', Gag.-russ.-mold.sl., 325. 

The word mantar, which in some languages also means 'cork' 

(this meaning is the only one in Azeri) and in the Luck-Ha

licz dialect of Karaim also 'pigweed', serves to produce re

lated notions, like mantar ~orbast, man tar tarlasi, mantar 

hastal~klar~; mantarl~ (m. y e mek), mantarl~k, mantarc~ (m. 

kad~n) etc. 

It seems certain that mantar in its basic meaning is general

ly used not only in the literary language of Turkey, but also 

in the Anatolian and Rumelian dialects. As far as the former 

are concerned, mention may be made here of a specific name, 

alant~n 'glirgenlerin dibinde veya alanlarda bulunan yemesi 

tatll bir ~e§it mantar', THASDD, 1, 1939, 91, a word recorded 

in Kastamonu. A. Tietze supposes that this word must have had 

some other Greek model than a~avLTaPL.15 

The treacherous qualities of fungi together with, most prob

ably, the deceitful practices of persons picking or selling 

them, lay behind the fact that the basic word mantar along 

with its derivatives acquired its current figurative connota

tions, especially in slang, e.g. mantar 'a lie', mantarc~ 

'liar, swindler', mantar at- 'tell lies', mantar bas- 'to be 

duped', mantarlamak 'to lie, deceive, swindle', mantarc~l~k, 

mantarac~l~k, mantar~c~l~k 'lying, swindling', etc. 

It may be added that, on the grounds of external analogy, 

man tar has a special meaning in the Anatolian dialect of tsim, 

where it stands for 'a featherless place at the end of a beak' 

('hayvanlarln burunlarl u~larlndaki tliysliz yer', THASDD, 3, 

1947, 1039). 

The word does not seem to be very popular in Turkish folklore 

and in this connection we can quote one proverb only: Mantara 

kabak baglanmaz (Ata sozleri ve ozli sozler, Sofya 1960, p. 

112) • 

http:a~avLTaPL.15
http:Gag.-russ.-mold.sl
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I 

In 1965, during my dialectological expedition to Roumanian 

Dobroudja, I had occasion to note down a c ouple of names for 

mushrooms. My informants were Turks and Tatars from Flntlna 

Mare (Tur. Ba~plnar), Babadag, Cobadin a nd Mangalia. During 

the course of my inquiry I was making use of a handy atlas 

of mushrooms, provided with coloured illustrations, and 

asked my informants to give me the names of the spec imens 

depi c ted. They were much embarrassed and as tonished at see

ing such a number of varieties of mushroom und unanimously 

stated that no words existed for such mushrooms in Turkic. 

But, having examined the pictures more closely, they offered 

certain names, as a ' rule improvised, which revealed both a 

factual lack of appropriate folk termino logy in this field 
16and a keen sense of observation and sharpness of mind. In 

their answers they referred to the colour of a particular 

mushroom, its shape, and its presumed qualities or origin. 

At the same time, they made essential mistakes as to their 

toxic qualities. Thus, being shown a mature specimen repre

sented together with some small mushrooms, they immediately 

coined a name, ka rda ~ mantar; they defined some sma ll mus h

rooms on long stalks as ya~l~k mantar , a truffle as k ara man 

t ar, etc. In two cases they used the name r oman mantar which 

was obviously intended to suggest that these were mainly or 

exclusively consumed by the Roumanians. In short, it would 

b e difficult to r e gard the evidence acquired as conclusive 

or satisfactory, and we must be very c autious when making 

use of it. Since, howeve r, we do not possess more precise 

data from that area, we list here the "names" as a curiosity 

and, perhaps, also a point of departure for further research: 

Amanita muscaria (L. Ex.Fr.) k~ rm~z ~ mantar , zeh irl i 

Quel . §eytan mantar~ (a Tatar 

informant, Cob.) 

Armillariella melea (Vahl. Ex . f~~ k~l~k manta r (FM) 

Fr.) Karst 

Boletus impolitus Fr. mor m&n tar (Bab.) 
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Choiromyces maeandriformis Vittr. sar (s agLr ) mantarL (Tuz. ) 

Coprinus atramentarius (Bull. r oman mantar (Cob.) 

Ex.Fr.) Fr. kalpak mantar (Bab.) 

Craterellus cornucopioides (L. kopek man tar (Bab.) 

Ex.Fr.) Pers. 

Hydnum (Sarcodon) imbricatum f Lifh (Cob.) 

(L. Ex.Fr.) Qu€l. bok luk (Cob.) 

Leccinum scrabrum (Bull. Ex.Fr.) turk mantar (Cob.) 

S.F. Gray 

Marchella conica (Pers. Ex.Fr.) yakma man tar (FM) 

koz u gobek (Cob.) 

kOZL gobege (Cob.) 

Marchella esculenta (Pers. Ex. orman man tar (Cob.) 

Fr.) 

Paxillus atrotomentosus (Batsch su mant ar (Cob.) 

Ex.Fr.) Fr. kuzu gobe (Bab.) 

Peziza aurantia (Pers. Ex.Fr.) sar kulak (FM) 

Phallus impudicus (L. Ex.Fr.) sutlu mantar (Cob.) 

Suillus Grevillei (Klotzsch) kuzu gebe (Bab.) 

Sing. 

Tricholoma (Rhodopaxillus) nudum roman mantar (Cob.) 

(Bull. Ex.Fr.) Maire 

Tuber aestivum Vitt. kara man tar (FM) 

Xerocomus subtomentosus (L. Ex. yabani mantar , zehirli 

Fr.) Qu€l. (Man.) 

These descriptive terms, fictitious as the majority of them 

are, point, however, to the actual existance of some basic 

names in a number of Turkic languages. Thus in the Tatar 

group, Chuvash included, there exists a widely used generic 

name for mushroom, viz. gombiJ. ·, kampa. This is abundantly re

presented in Kazan Tatar (Tat.-russ.sl., 121) and in Chuvash 

(kamp a, Russ.-cuv.sl., 118). It is especially widespread in 

the former, where it serves to form a long list of varieties 

and subspecies of mushroom, viz. 

ak gombiJ. ' 6ellblliJ: rpH6', Tat.-russ.sl., 121, al gombCl 'CbIPOelK

http:Tat.-russ.sl
http:Russ.-cuv.sl
http:Tat.-russ.sl
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Ka', ib., a t ac gomba 'nHcH~Ka', ib., dziran gomba see below 

c~ rs~ gomb a s e , kat ~ gomba '6en~H rpH6', ib., kU garek gomb a 

'rrnecHeBoH rp!160K', ib., may l~ gomha 'MacneHeK', ib., sall g~ 

ra u gomb a 'Ao~eBHK', ib., 8 ar ~ gomba '~enTffK', ib., 

also with the 3rd person possessive suffix: 

bUrana gomb ase 'ApeBecH~H rpH6', ib., c ~ r s~ gomb a se 'P~HK', 

ib., elan gombas e 'rroraHKa', ib., iman gomb as e 'Ay6oBH!1K', 

ib., k ae n gomb as e 'rroA6epe30BHK', ib., kad~ a gombas e 'CMOP

~OK', ib., narat gombase 'rpY3Ab', ib., u sa k gombd s e 'rroAo

C!1HOB!1K', ib. 

The greatest number of names for mushrooms seems to exist in 

Chuvash or, at least, s uch a conclusion may be drawn from the 

study of N.r. Asmarin-s Thesaurus (VII, 142-144). The first 

group are mushrooms identified by means of more or less pop

ular Russian terms, viz.: 

ha lha- kampi ( = s'ir kampi ) "AO~eB!1K ~epHoBaT~H", h'ir kampi 

'PbDK!1K', hurama - kamp i I B!11I1eHKH", huran kampi IBon~aHKa", jaka 

kamp a 'c~poe~Ka', kar ta -kampi 'orreHeK', ka tra- kampa "CMOp~OK", 

mantar-k amp a 'MacneHHHK', s ~ l~ -k ampi " 6ynaBH!1ua", s 'i r- kampi 

"Ao~eBHK ~epHOBaT~i1", serem-kampi 'orreHoK', §ula - kampa (= 

kUp cem e ) 'MaCneHH!1K', s ana - kampi 'MYXOMOP', sura-kampa '6opo

B!1K', ti sle k-kampi 'rroraHKa', t inka t a kam pi 'orreHoK', usa l 

kampa 'rroraHKa'. 

The second group are mushrooms defined by means of a short 

description, for instance : 

ho r-kajak k ampi 'name of a mushroom (they grow all around) " 

juman-kampi 'name of a mushroom with a long stalk', navu z

kampi 'name of mushrooms growing on manure', sarsla-kamp a 

'name of a mushroom which is used to fumigat e during a small

pox epidemic' , s l'ap - k amp i 'name of an edible mushr oom' , taka 

kamp i 'kind of great edible mushroom' , tar na-k ampi 'name of a 

mushroom with an edible stalk'. 

The third group are names of unidentified mushrooms, v iz.: 
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herle- ka mp a , i ras- kampi, j Us-kampa , kaska -kampi , la s a- k amp i , 

s aka-kampi , ser- kamp i , s e ske-kamp i . 

On this occasion it should be added that the basic name k am

pa also carries in Chuvash some additional meanings like 

'wart on a man's head', 'the sex ual organ of a cow' or 'a 

calf disease'. We can also note here an adjective: kaz.-tat. 

go mbale ~ cuv. k ampalla 'rpH6HOH, c rpH6aMH'. 

Gomb a/ kampa is again a Slavic loan word. According to V.T. 

Egorov, the source of this borrowing had to be the East group 

of Slavic, and the wo rd was borrowed during a vaguely defined 

"Bulgarian period", from the Slavic konb a. This occurred at 

the time when in East Slavic there still existed a nasal vow

el sound "a great y u s ".17 

Recently, most probably some dozen years ago, another Slavic 

generic name for mushroom was borrowed in the Turkic area. I 

refer to the common Slavic grib (hr ib , grz yb , etc.), mainly 

represented in the northern Slavic languages, and of unclear 

etymology (cf. the proto-Slavic name for mushroom *gliwa and 

its root *gl i-, *gle i- 'to be coated with mucus or mucilage', 

cf. S~aw. I, 285, 373). The Russian name rpH6 has been bor

rowed by Nogay (say t an kul ak , grib, Russ.-nog.sl., 1 38). It 

has also penetrated into Neo-Uygur (rpH6 . . ~~, Russ.-uyg. 

sl., 221) where it has taken root, forming the adjective 

griblik , ib. On the other hand, the Russian diminutive form 

of rpH6 rpH60K has been borrowed by Kirghiz, where it 

serves as a general biological term (Russ.-kirg.sl., 14 3). 

Another related Russian term belonging to the morphology of 

plants, rpH6HHua 'mushroom spawn', has been borrowed by Ka

zakh (Russ.-kaz.sl., 140) and by a number of o ther languages. 

A process of acqu iring a loan word depends, as is generally 

known, on many circumstances , above all on the prestige of the 

source language or the simple adjacent nature of the two lan

guages in contact. It is reasonable to suppose that it was 

http:Russ.-kaz.sl
http:Russ.-kirg.sl
http:Russ.-nog.sl
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the latter reason which influenced the borrowing from the 

Lithuanian yrybas 'mushroom' by the Troki dialect of Karaim 

(Kow. yrybus 'grzyb/ein Pilz'; rbP~6yc 'rpM6/grzyb', Kar.

russ.-pol.sl., 165) .18 It is common knowledge that the Li

thuanian yrybas (as well as the Lettish gribas id.) are of 

Slavic origin (cf. S~aw. I, 374). 

In order to complete the picture of Slavic influence on this 

part of the Turkic vocabulary we shall refer to the Russian 

name bilanka which we find in use among the Kazan Tatars, as 

noted by W. Radloff: bilanka (......s...:,~ (Kas.), aus dem Russ.) 

'6enRHKa (rpM6) - der weisse Pilz', R. IV, 1763. 

The etymology of the Teleut salansa, explained by Wo Radloff 

as '3eneH~aK - ein Pilz (russula virescens) " R. IV, 479, 

has not, as far as we know, been established. Since, on ac

count of the front vocalization, it would be difficult to re

late this word to the verb sal~n- 'to sway, to be suspended, 

to hang down', etc., we cannot exclude the possibility of a 

loan-word from Russian again (cf. the corresponding Russian 

term and also the Russian verb 3eneHeTbCR 'to show green, to 

form a green spot'). 

Thanks to T.R. Rakhimov's study, we have been able to find 

in Turkic a Chinese term for mushroom. This is mogu or mogU, 

recorded in modern Uygur, meaning 'mushroom' in general (rpM6 

~Y', Russ.-uygosl., 221) and being a loan word from the 

Chinese mogu (Rakhimov, 256). 

The Turkic languages have also borrowed other terms for mush

rooms, but it is not always easy to identify the source. We 

may mention here the Uzbek zamburuy (Uzb.-russ.sl., 162) 

which had also been noted by Radloff in Ottoman as zamarux 

(t->-"j) and in Chagatay as zamarq (0->-"lj), R. IV, 881. It is 

impossible on Radloff's evidence to tell whether the question 

concerns a name for a single species or a variety ('KaKoH-To 

rpM6 - ein Pilz'). The same word can be found in Karakalpak 

http:Uzb.-russ.sl
http:russ.-pol.sl
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as z ama rr~ q with a general meaning (but also aq zamarr~q '6e

flhlH rpH6', Russ.-karakalp.s!., 169). Since, as a rule, no 

genuine Turkic word begins with Z -, it is probable that this 
19word has come from abroad, namely from the Iranian area. 

Both in Uzbek and in Karakalpak it is used to form compound 

words and derivatives, e.g. Uzb. zambu r uyc a 'rpH6oK', zambu 

ruyi Zdisi 'rpH6HHua' (Russ.-uzb.sl., 144), qqlp. zamarr :t.qZ:t. 

'rpH6HoH', zamarrY-q t e r i ii si 'rpH6HHK' (Russ.-karakalp.sl., 

169) . 

Neither etymological dictionaries nor monographic studies 

giv e us any information concerning the origin of qrc.-blq. 

dzuua ~ 'rpH6 ' (also dzuua c Y-q 'rpH6oK'), Russ.-karac.-balk.sl., 

125). Thus we cannot exclude a foreign origin for that word 

either. 20 

Another word of this group to be found in the northern Turkic 

languages manifests quite an obvious Altaic relationship: 

ma~ka, p a ~ ka 'polypore', recorded in Altai proper (or Oyrat), 

in the languages o r dialects of the Lebed~ Tatars, Tobol Ta

tars, Teleut, Sor and Kliarik 'rpH6, 6epe30Baff ry6Ka - der 

Pilz, der Schwamm'; in Teleut also ya r maska s i 'rpH6 - der 

Pilz, R. IV, 1258, 2115). In Khakas, Sagai and Koybal this 

word is known as miska (cf. ax miske '6eflhlH rpH 6 ', Russ.-khak. 

sI., 166). It has been borrowed by the Qamas (Southern Samo

yed) where it assumed the form beska 'Pilz', as A.J. Joki (90

91) has observed. On the other hand, the word is also found 

in Qalmyq: besk~ , boska 'Zunderschwamm', as noted by G.J. Ram

stedt (cf. Rasanen, 72). 

W. Radloff has noted a Sor general designation for mushroom, 

qOZ1-Y'1-q 'rpH6 - der Pilz' (R. II, 649), which should most 

probably be confronted with the Mongol qu Sir 'Salz', Qalmyq 

xudzr 'soda- und salzhaltige Erde, Salzerde', Rasanen,296. 
o 

The other names for mushrooms seem to be of Turkic origin, e. 

g. Azeri kobaZak (Russ.-azer.sl. I, 233), bas . ba~ mak (Russ.

http:Russ.-azer.sl
http:Russ.-karac.-balk.sl
http:Russ.-karakalp.sl
http:Russ.-uzb.sl
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bas.sl., 152), kaz.-tat. ~ipkan (~ 'Phl*HK (rpH6) - ein 

Pilz', R. IV, 1094). There exist a number of compound terms 

like Crimean Tatar abam komagi 'rpH6, ruaMnHHbOH - ein Pilz, 

Champignon', R. I, 926. From among other genuine Turkic names 

for fungi we may cite: osm. damZak '6enHH rpH6', Russ.-tur. 

sl., 161, osm. doma Zan 2. 'KaKoH-To rpH6 - ein weisser Pilz', 

R. Ill, 1726, kiry. tuzyan ',IJ;Q)K,IJ;eBHK (BHCOKHH ,IJ;OlK,L\eBOH rpl16) 

- eine Art Pilz', R. Ill, 1506, yaq. generic name taZZay 

'rpl16, rpI16HOH', Yak.-russ.sl., 425, Piek. Ill, 2629. 

A special sub-group is formed of words composed of two ele

ments, like those with the word quZaq 'ear' : qaz. kerenqUZaq 

'rpH6', Russ.-kaz.sl., 140, lit. "a woman-s ear"; qaz. sant
ran-qUZaq 'rpH6', ib., qrc.-blq. sang1:rtu quZaq 'rpI16', Russ.

karac.-balk.sl., 125, lit. "a deaf ear"; nog. ~aytankuZak 

'rpH6', Russ.-nog.sl., 138, lit. "a devil-s ear"; or with 

other elements: qqpq. qara bas 'rpI160K', Russ.-karakalp.sl., 

169; uzb. quziqorin 'rpI16', Russ.-uzp.sl., 144; kiry. kozuka

r in , Kirg.-russ.sl., 392; uzb. qurbaqa saZZasi 'rpH6-noraHKa', 

Uzb.-russ . sl., 351, lit. "a frog-s chalma (kind of turban)"; 

qmq. qoZqotur , Russ.-kum.sl., 163, which can be etymologized 

as "a pimple (or crust) of the valley" (qoZ 'arm' seems to be 

less probable here) . 

The above mentioned basic names also form, as a rule, other 

semantic units, e.g. qaz. aq santrauqilZaq '6enHH rpI16', Russ.

kaz.sl., 140, kiry. ak kozu kartn '6enHH rpI16', Russ.-kirg . sl., 

143, qazo santrauquZaqtt 'rpI16HOH', Russ.-kaz.sl., 140 . 

In Yakut, we can find a series of descriptive formations such 

as otox taZZaya 'ruaMITHHbOH', lit. "a manure mushroom", arayas 

taZZa y 'PbIlKI1K' (cf. arayas 'light yellow'), ardax taZZay (ar 

dax 'rain' or 'mildew'), q1.Z 1.Z ta ZZay (or q1.z1:Z kunax) 'PH

lKI1K', sasarxay taZZay 'MaCJIHHHHK', s"it"igan taZay 'noraHKa' , 

tUZ ax taZay 'Phl*I1K', Yak.-russ.sl., 425; Piek. Ill, 2629. 

http:Yak.-russ.sl
http:Russ.-kaz.sl
http:Russ.-kum.sl
http:Kirg.-russ.sl
http:Russ.-uzp.sl
http:Russ.-karakalp.sl
http:Russ.-nog.sl
http:karac.-balk.sl
http:Russ.-kaz.sl
http:Yak.-russ.sl
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It is obvious that the foregoing remarks do not cover all 

names for mushrooms existing in Turkic languages, nor have 

they exhaustively dealt with particular questions related 

to their etymology, especially as far as Chuvash is con

cerned. Future research will certainly add many new details. 
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raraY3cKo-PYCcKO-MonAaBcKHH cnoBaph, 
11500 cnOB. COCT. r.A. raHAap~H, E.K. 
Kon~a, n.A. nOKpoBcKaff, E.n. TYKaH. 
nOA peA. H.A. EaCKaKOBa, MocKBa 1973. 

KapaKannaKCKo-PYCCKHH cnOBaph. nOA peA. 
H.A. EaCKaKOBa, OK. 30000 cnOB, MOCKBa 
1958. 

KapaHMCKO-PYCCKo-nonhCKHa cnOBaph, 
17400 cnOB. nOA peA. H.A. EaCKaKOBa, A. 
3a~OHQKOBCKOro, C.M. Wan~ana, MOCKBa 
1974. 

KHprH3CKO-PYCCKHH cnOBaph, OK. 40000 
cnOB. COCT. K.K. ~AaxHH, MOCKBa 1965. 

XaKaccKo-PYCCKHH cnOBaph. COCT. H.A. 
EaCKaKOB H A.I1. I1HKH*eKoBa-rpeKyn. nOA 
peA. H.A. EaCKaKOBa, OK. 14000 cnOB, 
MOCKBa 1953. 

T. Kowalski, Karaimische Texte im Dialekt von 
Troki, Krakow 1929. 

KY~KCKO-PYCCKHH CnOBaph, OK. 13000 
cnOB. nOA peA. 3.3. EaMMaToBa, MOCKBa 
1969. 

Y36eKCKO-PYCCKHH cnOBaph. nOA peA. C.~. 
AKa6HpOBa, 3.M. MarpY~OBa, A.T. XOA~a
xaHOBa. rnaB. peA. A.K. EOPOBKOB, CB~

we 40000 cnOB, MOCKBa 1959. 
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Yak .-russ. s1. 	 HKYTCKO-PYCCKH~ cnoBapb, 25300 cnos. 
ITo~ pe~. IT.A. CnenuoBa, MOCKBa 1972. 

Other abbreviations 

Bab. - Babadag; Cob. - Cobadin; cuv. - Chuvash; FM - Fintina Mare; kaz.
tat. (Kas.-tat.) - Kazan Tatar; kiry. - Kirghiz; Man. - Mangalia; qaz. 
Kazak; qmq. - Kumlik; qqlp. - Karakalpak; qrt.-blq. - Karachay-Balkar; 
Tuz. - Tuzla; uzb. - Uzbek; yaq. - Yakut. 

Notes 

1 	 We do not know whether the TCu-klie and the ancient Uygurs had their 
own names for mushrooms or not. As far as we know, such names do not 
appear in Uygur medical terminology, where not only various medicines, 
but also the causes of many diseases are frequently referred to, cf. 
G.R. Rahmati, Zur Heilkunde der Uiguren, 11, Berlin 1932. Neither are 
mushrooms mentioned among the intoxicating agents in the prescrip
tions of the folk medicine of the Alar Buriats, cL IT. IT. BaTopOB, 
MaTepHan~ no Hapo~HoH Me~HUHHe anapCKHX 6YPRT in HapO~HaR 
Me~HUHHa 6YPRT, CTaTbH T.B., IT.IT. BaTopoBa H IT.IT. XOPOWHX, 
1926, pp . 6-14 (an offprint from:) EypRTOBe~'IeCKHH C60PHHK By
PRT-MoHronbcKoH CeKUHH BCOrO, B~n. 1, pp. 30-45. 

2 	 "L~animal souffreteux et maladif, la plante qui vient mal, l~arbre ra
bougri, quand ils ne sont pas sacralises par leurs anomalies, doivent 
etre tenus en suspicion (Nous ne le per<;evons pourtant que tres mal)", 
J.-P. Roux, Faune et flore sacrees dans les societes alta1ques, Paris 
1966, pp. 184-185. - According to the folk medicine of the Uygurs 
this man will be affected with abcesse who yarasmaz a~ suv icar 'un
geeignete Speisen und Getranke isst und trinkt', Rahmati, op.cit., 
pp. 22 and 23. 

3 ••• Rro~~. KTO HX eCT, He COMHesaeTCR, 'ITO 3TO rpaHaT HM10 

nHCH. HTaK, ~ noenH HX H y6e~HnHCb, 'ITO OHH /~OCTaBnRroT/ 
60nbwoe y~OBonbCTBHe, TaK 'ITO ~ He nepeCTanH HX HCKaTb H 
eCTb lO 

, A.IT. KOBaneBCKHH, KHHra AXMe~a H6H <D~naHa 0 era 
nYTeweCTBHH Ha Bonry B 921-922 rr., XapbKoB 1956, pp. 136, 
207-208. 

4 Cf. Asmarin, Thesaurus, 	VII, p. 144. 

5 	 The Academician Rinchen was good enough to inform me that there are 
various species of mushrooms growing in Mongolia both in fores.ts and 
on the steppes, but the Mongols consume "white mushrooms" exclusively 
(mo. uaraaH Moor). 

6 	 I am indebted to Doctor P. Zieme who, in his letter of April 14th 
1976, kindly informs me that, as I had supposed, no Old Uygur name 
for mushroom has been revealed in the texts so far. 

7 	 The literature on the taboo in the Altaic area, and especially among 
the Turks, has been listed by M. Mollova, Contribution aux etudes de 
tabous linguistiques, Ra, XXIV, 1, 1960, pp. 27-41, and by Roux, op. 
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cit., see Index. The latest study by I. Laude-Cirtautas in .Altaica 
Collecta, Wiesbaden 1976, pp. 173-190, does not mention taboos con
nected with plants. 

8 	 G. Meyer, Turkische Studien I, Die griechischen und romanischen Be
standtheile im Wortschatz des Osmanisch-Turkischen, Sitzungsberichte 
der K. Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Cl., 128, Wien 1893, 
32. 

9 	 R. IV, 2021. 

10 	 A. Tietze, Griechische Lehnworter ~m anatolischen Turkisch, Oriens 8, 
2, 1955, p. 209. 

11 	 Rasanen, 326. 

12 	 M. Nicolas, Les composantes du vocabulaire botanique turc, a paper 
presented at the session "L~acculturation turque dans la Mediterra~ 
nee. Emprunts et apports", Paris 1975, p. 12. 

13 	 "Die Einwanderung turkischer StaIIDlle in Kleinasien und damit die Zu
ruckdrangung des byzantinisch-griechischen Siedlungsraumes beginnt ~n 
den letzten Jahrzehnten des 11. Jahrhunderts. Dies ist der einzige 
sichere Terminus a quo, den uns die historischen Gegebenheiten fur 
den Anfang der unmittelbaren turkisch-griechischen Kulturberuhrung 
in Anatolien liefert. --- Innerhalb dieser 8 Jahrhunderte, so mussen 
wir annehmen und darauf weist unser Material, haben die Einwanderer 
viel von den Wirtschaftsformen der Ansassigen ubernommen, gleichzei·
tig mit der darauf bezuglichen Terminologie", Tietze, op.cit., p. 
250. 

14 	 Cf. Rasanen, loco cit. 

15 	 Op. cit., p. 209. 

16 	 This remarkable ability of the Turks to improvise the names of un
known plants was recently emphasized by M. Nicolas with regard to 
the inhabitants of modern Turkey, "11 arrive aussi qu~en presence 
d~une plante inconnue ou peu familiere, les indigenes improvisent 
malgre tout un nom, ce qui rend parfois difficile le releve exact", 
op . cit., p. 1. 

17 	 B.T. EropoB, 3THMOnOrHQeCKHH cnOBapb QYBalliCKOrO H3hlKa, qe
6oKcaphl, 1964, p.99 . 

18 	 See also W. Zaj~czkowski, Zapozyczenia litewskie w j~zyku Karaimow 
trockich, Sprawozdania Polskiej Ak. Umiej~tnosci, XLIX, 1948, pp. 
360-362. 

19 	 Professor N.A. Baskakov kindly informs me in his letter of April 7th, 
1974, that he, too, has been unsuccessful ~n establishing the real 
etymology of this word. 

20 	 Professor N.A. Baskakov refers me (cf. note 19) to Kazan Tatar and 
Kazakh I~ (pronounced ~ouva ',L\HKHH nYK', cf. Budagov's diction
ary, I, 443), and makes the interesting remark: "Mushrooms are often 
named after other plants". 




